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If Not, Winter: Fragments Of Sappho
The award-winning poet reinvents a genre in a stunning work that is both a novel and a poem, both an unconventional re-creation of an
ancient Greek myth and a wholly original coming-of-age story set in the present. Geryon, a young boy who is also a winged red monster,
reveals the volcanic terrain of his fragile, tormented soul in an autobiography he begins at the age of five. As he grows older, Geryon escapes
his abusive brother and affectionate but ineffectual mother, finding solace behind the lens of his camera and in the arms of a young man
named Herakles, a cavalier drifter who leaves him at the peak of infatuation. When Herakles reappears years later, Geryon confronts again
the pain of his desire and embarks on a journey that will unleash his creative imagination to its fullest extent. By turns whimsical and
haunting, erudite and accessible, richly layered and deceptively simple, Autobiography of Red is a profoundly moving portrait of an artist
coming to terms with the fantastic accident of who he is. A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR National Book Critics Circle
Award Finalist "Anne Carson is, for me, the most exciting poet writing in English today." --Michael Ondaatje "This book is amazing--I haven't
discovered any writing in years so marvelously disturbing." --Alice Munro "A profound love story . . . sensuous and funny, poignant, musical
and tender." --The New York Times Book Review "A deeply odd and immensely engaging book. . . . [Carson] exposes with passionate force
the mythic underlying the explosive everyday." --The Village Voice
Oskar doesn't have many friends. So when Eli moves in next door, things seem to be improving. She's a little strange, and her 'father' is
frankly sinister, but at least she likes Oskar. Then a child's body is found hanging from a tree, and all hell breaks loose. Is it a serial killer? Or
something a bit...different?
Following her widely acclaimed Autobiography of Red ("A spellbinding achievement" --Susan Sontag), a new collection of poetry and prose
that displays Anne Carson's signature mixture of opposites--the classic and the modern, cinema and print, narrative and verse. In Men in the
Off Hours, Carson reinvents figures as diverse as Oedipus, Emily Dickinson, and Audubon. She views the writings of Sappho, St. Augustine,
and Catullus through a modern lens. She sets up startling juxtapositions (Lazarus among video paraphernalia; Virginia Woolf and Thucydides
discussing war). And in a final prose poem, she meditates on the recent death of her mother. With its quiet, acute spirituality, its fearless wit
and sensuality, and its joyful understanding that "the fact of the matter for humans is imperfection," Men in the Off Hours shows us "the most
exciting poet writing in English today" (Michael Ondaatje) at her best.
If Not, WinterFragments of SapphoVintage
Poems and Fragments of Sappho of Lesbos
Poetry, Essays, Opera
Glass, Irony, and God
A New Translation
Reading Sappho
Stung with Love: Poems and Fragments of Sappho
Offers a new translation of the approximately one-twelfth of Sappho's total writing that has survived to
the present, and includes brief essays on her life, writing style, and work.
The poetry and prose collected in Plainwater are a testament to the extraordinary imagination of Anne
Carson, a writer described by Michael Ondaatje as "the most exciting poet writing in English today."
Succinct and astonishingly beautiful, these pieces stretch the boundaries of language and literary form,
while juxtaposing classical and modern traditions. Carson envisions a present-day interview with a
seventh-century BC poet, and offers miniature lectures on topics as varied as orchids and Ovid. She
imagines the muse of a fifteenth-century painter attending a phenomenology conference in Italy. She
constructs verbal photographs of a series of mysterious towns, and takes us on a pilgrimage in pursuit
of the elusive and intimate anthropology of water. Blending the rhythm and vivid metaphor of poetry with
the discursive nature of the essay, the writings in Plainwater dazzle us with their invention and
enlighten us with their erudition.
The last decades have seen an explosion of the prose poem. More and more writers are turning to this
peculiarly rich and flexible form; it defines Claudia Rankine's Citizen, one of the most talked-about
books of recent years, and many others, such as Sarah Howe's Loop of Jade and Vahni Capildeo's Measures
of Expatriation, make extensive use of it. Yet this fertile mode which in its time has drawn the likes
of Charles Baudelaire, Oscar Wilde, T. S. Eliot, Gertrude Stein and Seamus Heaney remains, for many
contemporary readers, something of a mystery. The history of the prose poem is a long and fascinating
one. Here, Jeremy Noel-Tod reconstructs it for us by selecting the essential pieces of writing - by
turns luminous, brooding, lamentatory and comic - which have defined and developed the form at each
stage, from its beginnings in 19th-century France, through the 20th-century traditions of Britain and
America and beyond the English language, to the great wealth of material written internationally since
2000. Comprehensively told, it yields one of the most original and genre-changing anthologies to be
published for some years, and offers readers the chance to discover a diverse range of new poets and new
kinds of poem, while also meeting famous names in an unfamiliar guise.
Since Glass and God, which was her first full-length collection published in Britain and which was
nominated for the 1998 Forward Prize, Anne Carson has published a book a year to extraordinary critical
acclaim. Her last two volumes, Autobiography of Red and Men in the Off Hours were both shortlisted for
the T.S. Eliot Prize, and she has received numerous North American awards, including the prestigious
MacArthur Fellowship. In her brilliant new book, she tells a single story. A long-time love, now a
crumbling marriage, unfolds in 29 'tangos' of narrative verse, informed by the romanticism of Keats, the
wisdom of the classical world and, most importatnly, by Carson's own unique sensibility. The unnamed
narrator - sometimes 'I', sometimes 'the wife' - speaks of the man she calls only 'the husband',
illuminating moments that are by turn sensual, erotic, painful and heartbreaking. The Beauty of the
Husband is a work that explores these oldest of lyrical subjects - beauty, desire, love, betrayal - with
freshness and devastating power. **ONE OF THE GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**
An Oresteia
Memoir, Text, Selected Renderings
Poems of Sappho
Citizen
The Complete Poems of Sappho
A Moveable Feast
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Sappho’s thrilling lyric verse has been unremittingly popular for more than 2,600 years—certainly a record for poetry of any kind—and
love for her art only increases as time goes on. Though her extant work consists only of a collection of fragments and a handful of
complete poems, her mystique endures to be discovered anew by each generation, and to inspire new efforts at bringing the spirit of
her Greek words faithfully into English. In the past, translators have taken two basic approaches to Sappho: either very literally
translating only the words in the fragments, or taking the liberty of reconstructing the missing parts. Willis Barnstone has taken a
middle course, in which he remains faithful to the words of the fragments, only very judiciously filling in a word or phrase in cases
where the meaning is obvious. This edition includes extensive notes and a special section of "Testimonia": appreciations of Sappho in
the words of ancient writers from Plato to Plutarch. Also included are a glossary of all the figures mentioned in the poems, and
suggestions for further reading.
'Fans of Anne Carson, rejoice!... Carson's depth of knowledge about Greek mythology coupled with her poetic sensibility and
illustrations is sure to breathe new life into this oft-told story.' Lit Hub H of H Playbook is an explosion of thought, in drawings and
language, about a Greek tragedy called Herakles by the 5th-century BC poet Euripides. In myth Herakles is an embodiment of manly
violence who returns home after years of making war on enemies and monsters (his famous "Labours of Herakles") to find he cannot
adapt himself to a life of peacetime domesticity. He goes berserk and murders his whole family. Suicide is his next idea. Amazingly,
this does not happen. Due to the intervention of his friend Theseus, Herakles comes to believe he is not, after all, indelibly stained by
his own crimes, nor is his life without value. It remains for the reader to judge this redemptive outcome. "I think there is no such
thing as an innocent landscape," said Anselm Kiefer, painter of forests grown tall on bones.
An exploration of the fascinating poetry, life, and world of Sappho, including a complete translation of all her poems. For more than
twenty-five centuries, all that the world knew of the poems of Sappho—the first woman writer in literary history—were a few brief
quotations preserved by ancient male authors. Yet those meager remains showed such power and genius that they captured the
imagination of readers through the ages. But within the last century, dozens of new pieces of her poetry have been found written on
crumbling papyrus or carved on broken pottery buried in the sands of Egypt. As recently as 2014, yet another discovery of a missing
poem created a media stir around the world. The poems of Sappho reveal a remarkable woman who lived on the Greek island of
Lesbos during the vibrant age of the birth of western science, art, and philosophy. Sappho was the daughter of an aristocratic family,
a wife, a devoted mother, a lover of women, and one of the greatest writers of her own or any age. Nonetheless, although most people
have heard of Sappho, the story of her lost poems and the lives of the ancient women they celebrate has never been told for a general
audience. Searching for Sappho is the exciting tale of the rediscovery of Sappho’s poetry and of the woman and world they reveal.
Sallust (86-35 BC) was a historian of major importance, writing at the time of the late Roman Republic. This is the first ever fulllength commentary and English translation of one of his major works, the Histories, covering the years 78-67 BC, one of the least
well-documented periods of theera. The translation is based on a text freshly examined for the first time since the original edition of
1891-3, and also includes newly discovered material.
An Essay
Eros the Bittersweet
From Baudelaire to Anne Carson
The Beauty Of The Husband
Fragments of Sappho
Autobiography of Red
Publisher description
More or less 150 years after Homer's Iliad, Sappho lived on the island of Lesbos, west off the coast of what is present Turkey. Little remains
today of her writings, which are said to have filled nine papyrus rolls in the great library at Alexandria some 500 years after her death. The
surviving texts consist of a lamentably small and fragmented body of lyric poetry - among them poems of invocation, desire, spite,
celebration, resignation and remembrance - that nevertheless enables us to hear the living voice of the poet Plato called the tenth Muse. This
is a new translation of her surviving poetry.
By combining the ancient mysteries of Sappho with the contemporary wizardry of one of our most fearless and original poets, If Not, Winter
provides a tantalizing window onto the genius of a woman whose lyric power spans millennia. Of the nine books of lyrics the ancient Greek
poet Sappho is said to have composed, only one poem has survived complete. The rest are fragments. In this miraculous new translation,
acclaimed poet and classicist Anne Carson presents all of Sappho’s fragments, in Greek and in English, as if on the ragged scraps of
papyrus that preserve them, inviting a thrill of discovery and conjecture that can be described only as electric—or, to use Sappho’s words, as
“thin fire . . . racing under skin.” "Sappho's verse has been elevated to new heights in [this] gorgeous translation." --The New York Times
"Carson is in many ways [Sappho's] ideal translator....Her command of language is hones to a perfect edge and her approach to the text,
respectful yet imaginative, results in verse that lets Sappho shine forth." --Los Angeles Times
* Finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry * * Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award in Poetry * Finalist for the National Book
Critics Circle Award in Criticism * Winner of the NAACP Image Award * Winner of the L.A. Times Book Prize * Winner of the PEN Open Book
Award * ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New Yorker, Boston Globe, The Atlantic, BuzzFeed, NPR. Los Angeles Times,
Publishers Weekly, Slate, Time Out New York, Vulture, Refinery 29, and many more . . . A provocative meditation on race, Claudia Rankine's
long-awaited follow up to her groundbreaking book Don't Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric. Claudia Rankine's bold new book recounts
mounting racial aggressions in ongoing encounters in twenty-first-century daily life and in the media. Some of these encounters are slights,
seeming slips of the tongue, and some are intentional offensives in the classroom, at the supermarket, at home, on the tennis court with
Serena Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine Zidane, online, on TV-everywhere, all the time. The accumulative stresses come to bear
on a person's ability to speak, perform, and stay alive. Our addressability is tied to the state of our belonging, Rankine argues, as are our
assumptions and expectations of citizenship. In essay, image, and poetry, Citizen is a powerful testament to the individual and collective
effects of racism in our contemporary, often named "post-race" society.
Sappho Says-A New Translation of the Complete Works
Sappho
Leaves of Grass
Essays and Poetry
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Sweetbitter Love
"A Moveable Feast" by Ernest Hemingway. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Explore the real Greek myths behind Percy Jackson's story - he's not the first Perseus to have run into trouble with the gods . . . These are
the mysterious and exciting legends of the gods and heroes in Ancient Greece, from the adventures of Perseus, the labours of Heracles, the
voyage of Jason and the Argonauts, to Odysseus and the Trojan wars. Introduced with wit and humour by Rick Riordan, creator of the highly
successful Percy Jackson series.
Essays that aim to draw attention to Sappho's importance as a poet and to offer a sense of the lively debate and competiting critical positions
within Sappho studies.
These hundred poems and fragments constitute virtually all of Sappho that survives and effectively bring to life the woman whom the Greeks
consider to be their greatest lyric poet. Mary Barnard's translations are lean, incisive, direct—the best ever published. She has rendered the
beloved poet's verses, long the bane of translators, more authentically than anyone else in English.
The Prophet
An American Lyric
Agamemnon by Aiskhylos; Elektra by Sophokles; Orestes by Euripides
Decreation
The New Sappho
Anne Carson
Presents a Sappho by a poet and translator that treats the fragments as aesthetic wholes, complete in their fragmentariness, and which is also, as
the translator puts it: 'ever mindful of performative qualities, quality of voice, changes of voice...'
The first book of essays dedicated to the work of noted writer, Anne Carson
The Prophet is a book of 26 prose poetry fables written in English by the Lebanese-American poet and writer Kahlil Gibran. It was originally
published in 1923 by Alfred A. Knopf. It is Gibran's best known work. The Prophet has been translated into over 100 different languages, making
it one of the most translated books in history, and it has never been out of print. The prophet, Al Mustafa, has lived in the city of Orphalese for 12
years and is about to board a ship which will carry him home. He is stopped by a group of people, with whom he discusses topics such as life and
the human condition. The book is divided into chapters dealing with love, marriage, children, giving, eating and drinking, work, joy and sorrow,
houses, clothes, buying and selling, crime and punishment, laws, freedom, reason and passion, pain, self-knowledge, teaching, friendship, talking,
time, good and evil, prayer, pleasure, beauty, religion, and death. Among the most significant works Kahlil Gibran: "Broken Wings", "The
Madman", "The Earth Gods" , "The Garden of the Prophet".
A vivid, contemporary translation of the greatest Greek love poet by the prize-winning poet and translator. Sappho’s lyric love poems, composed in
the seventh century B.C.E., transcend time and place and continue to enchant readers today. Though her extant work consists only of a collection
of fragments and a handful of complete poems, the passionate elegance of her musings on life and death, loss and longing, desire, and nature
speak volumes. Willis Barnstone’s vivid, contemporary translation, along with his introduction and notes, sheds new light on the spirit and
mystique of this ancient Greek poet. This edition is an abridgment of The Complete Poems of Sappho.
The Poems and Fragments of Sappho
Contemporary Approaches
Ecstatic Lyre
The Histories
Poems and Fragments

An instant New York Times Bestseller! Longlisted for the 2019 National Book Award for Fiction, the
Carnegie Medal in Fiction, the 2019 Aspen Words Literacy Prize, and the PEN/Hemingway Debut Novel
Award Shortlisted for the 2019 Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Winner of the 2019 New England Book
Award for Fiction! Named one of the most anticipated books of 2019 by Vulture, Entertainment Weekly,
Buzzfeed, Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe, Oprah.com, Huffington Post, The A.V. Club, Nylon, The Week,
The Rumpus, The Millions, The Guardian, Publishers Weekly, and more. “A lyrical work of self-discovery
that’s shockingly intimate and insistently universal⋯Not so much briefly gorgeous as permanently stunning.”
—Ron Charles, The Washington Post Poet Ocean Vuong’s debut novel is a shattering portrait of a family, a
first love, and the redemptive power of storytelling On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a son
to a mother who cannot read. Written when the speaker, Little Dog, is in his late twenties, the letter unearths
a family’s history that began before he was born — a history whose epicenter is rooted in Vietnam — and
serves as a doorway into parts of his life his mother has never known, all of it leading to an unforgettable
revelation. At once a witness to the fraught yet undeniable love between a single mother and her son, it is
also a brutally honest exploration of race, class, and masculinity. Asking questions central to our American
moment, immersed as we are in addiction, violence, and trauma, but undergirded by compassion and
tenderness, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous is as much about the power of telling one’s own story as it is
about the obliterating silence of not being heard. With stunning urgency and grace, Ocean Vuong writes of
people caught between disparate worlds, and asks how we heal and rescue one another without forsaking
who we are. The question of how to survive, and how to make of it a kind of joy, powers the most important
debut novel of many years. Named a Best Book of the Year by: GQ, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, Library
Journal, TIME, Esquire, The Washington Post, Apple, Good Housekeeping, The New Yorker, The New York
Public Library, Elle.com, The Guardian, The A.V. Club, NPR, Lithub, Entertainment Weekly, Vogue.com, The
San Francisco Chronicle, Mother Jones, Vanity Fair, The Wall Street Journal Magazine and more!
In this innovative rendition of The Oresteia, the poet, translator, and essayist Anne Carson combines three
different visions -- Aischylos' Agamemnon, Sophokles' Elektra, and Euripides' Orestes, giving birth to a
wholly new experience of the classic Greek triumvirate of vengeance. Carson's accomplished rendering
combines elements of contemporary vernacular with the traditional structures and rhetoric of Greek tragedy,
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opening up the plays to a modern audience. --from publisher description.
"One of the most interesting gatherings of material that any poet has published within living memory." --The
Economist Simone Weil described “decreation” as “undoing the creature in us” -- an undoing of self. In her
first collection in five years, Anne Carson explores this idea with characteristic brilliance and a tantalizing
range of reference, moving from Aphrodite to Antonioni, Demosthenes to Annie Dillard, Telemachos to
Trotsky, and writing in forms as varied as opera libretto, screenplay, poem, oratorio, essay, shot list, and
rapture. As she makes her way through these forms she slowly dismantles them, and in doing so seeks to
move through the self, to its undoing. "Cool, resolute, smart, and lovely.... Carson has emerged in the last two
decades as a kind of prophet of the unknowable." --The Village Voice
Anne Carson's poetry - characterized by various reviewers as "short talks", "essays", or "verse narratives" combines the confessional and the critical in a voice all her own. Known as a remarkable classicist, Anne
Carson in Glass, Irony and God weaves contemporary and ancient poetic strands with stunning style. This
collection includes: "The Glass Essay", a powerful poem about the end of a love affair, told in the context of
Carson's reading of the Bronte sisters; "Book of Isaiah", a poem evoking the deeply primitive feel of ancient
Judaism; and "The Fall of Rome", about her trip to "find" Rome and her struggle to overcome feelings of a
terrible alienation there.
Tales of the Greek Heroes (Film Tie-in)
Poems and Fragments of Sappho
Red Doc>
A Review of "If Not, Winter: Fragments of Sappho" by Anne Carson
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
Men in the Off Hours
Sappho has been constructed as many things: proto-feminist, lesbian icon and even - by the Victorians - chaste headmistress of a girls'
finishing school. Yet ironically, as Page DuBois shows, the historical poet herself remains elusive. We know that Sappho's contemporary
Alcaeus described her as 'violet, pure, honey-smiling Sappho'; and that the rhetorician and philosopher Maximus of Tyre saw her, perhaps
less enthusiastically, as 'small and dark'. We also know that her 7th/6th century BCE island of Lesbos was riven by tyrannical and
aristocratic factionalism and that she was probably exiled to Sicily. Much of the rest is speculative. DuBois suggests that the value of
Sappho lies elsewhere: in her remarkable verse, and in the poet's reception - one of the richest of any figure from antiquity. Offering
nuanced readings of the poems, written in an archaic Aeolic dialect, DuBois skillfully draws out their sharp images and rhythmic melody.
She further discusses the exciting discovery of a new verse fragment in 2004, and the ways in which Sappho influenced Catullus, Horace
and Ovid, as well as later writers and painters.
"The Tenth Muse" sings to both sexes of desire, rapture, and sorrow. This concise collection of the ancient Greek poet's surviving works
was assembled and translated by a distinguished classicist.
Diane Rayor's graceful translations and André Lardinois's thorough introduction and notes present the best combination of intelligibility,
information, and poetry.
A collection of revised and expanded writings culled from the author's popular Washington Post Book World "Poet's Choice" column
demonstrates how poetry responds to world challenges and introduces the work of more than 130 writers. By the author of How to Read a
Poem. Reprint.
Plainwater
Poet's Choice
Searching for Sappho: The Lost Songs and World of the First Woman Poet
Sappho's Gaps
A Novel
The Penguin Book of the Prose Poem
A literary event: a follow-up to the internationally acclaimed poetry bestseller Autobiography of Red ("Amazing" -- Alice Munro) that takes its
mythic boy-hero into the twenty-first century to tell a story all its own of love, loss, and the power of memory. In a stunningly original mix of
poetry, drama, and narrative, Anne Carson brings the red-winged Geryon from Autobiography of Red, now called "G," into manhood, and
through the complex labyrinths of the modern age. We join him as he travels with his friend and lover "Sad" (short for Sad But Great), a haunted
war veteran; and with Ida, an artist, across a geography that ranges from plains of glacial ice to idyllic green pastures; from a psychiatric clinic to
the somber housewhere G's mother must face her death. Haunted by Proust, juxtaposing the hunger for flight with the longing for family and
home, this deeply powerful verse picaresque invites readers on an extraordinary journey of intellect, imagination, and soul.
A bilingual collection of the Greek poet's works which celebrate nature, friendship, and love.
The insights presented in the volume are many and wide-ranging, recognizably in tune with the subtlest modern discussions of desire (such as
triangulation. or loving what others love), yet offering new solutions to old problems, like the proper interpretation of Plato's Phaedrus. On the
frequently discussed effect of literacy on Greek civilization, the book offers a fresh view: it was no accident that the poets who invented Eros were
also the first readers and writers of the Western literate tradition. Originally published in 1986. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest printon-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
Let the Right One In
If Not, Winter
Sappho, a Garland
H of H Playbook
On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous
The Pocket Sappho
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